PENNYSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Thursday, March 5, 2020 at 7:30 pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography
Angel Corella after Marius Petipa

Music
Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by
Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design
Sergiy Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design
Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations
Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design
Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer
Oksana Maslova

Solor Warrior Prince
Zechang Liang

Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter
Mayara Pineiro

Bronze Idol
Albert Gordon

Brahmin
Charles Askegard

Lead Fakir
Ashton Roxander

Rajah
Jon Martin

Aiya
Jessica Kilpatrick

Solor’s friend
Etienne Diaz

Djambes
Kathryn Manger and Lucia Erickson

Pas D’Action
Lucia Erickson, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano, Kathryn Manger

Sydney Dolan, Alexandra Hughes, Gabriela Mesa, Julia Vinez

Russell Ducker, Jack Thomas

Shade 1
Yuka Iseda

Shade 2
Nayara Lopes

Shade 3
Thays Golz

Shades
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director

presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Friday, March 6, 2020 at 7:30pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography
Angel Corella
after Marius Petipa

Music
Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by
Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design
Serig Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design
Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations
Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design
Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer
Dayesi Torriente

Solor Warrior Prince
Sterling Baca

Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter
Sydney Dolan

Bronze Idol
Ashton Roxander

Brahmin
Charles Askegard

Lead Fakir
Albert Gordon

Rajah
Jon Martin

Aiya
Jessica Kilpatrick

Solor’s friend
Russell Ducker

Djambes
Thays Golz and Alexandra Heier

Pas D’Action
Thays Golz, Alexandra Heier, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano
Adrianna deSvastich, Siobhan Howley, Erin O’Dea, Julia Vinez
Austin Eyler, Pau Pujol

Shade 1
Kathryn Manger

Shade 2
Alexandra Hughes

Shade 3
Oksana Maskova

Shades
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director

presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Saturday, March 7, 2020 at 2:00pm
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography
Angel Corella
after Marius Petipa

Music
Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by
Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design
Sergiv Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design
Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations
Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design
Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer
Yuka Iseda

Solor Warrior Prince
Jermel Johnson

Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter
Alexandra Hughes

Bronze Idol
Aleksey Babayev

Brahmin
Sterling Baca

Lead Fakir
Peter Weil

Rajah
Jon Martin

Aiya
Jessica Kilpatrick

Solor’s friend
Etienne Diaz

Djambes
Lucia Erickson and Kathryn Manger

with Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Pas D’Action
Lucia Erickson, Thays Golz, Alexandra Heier, Mine Kusano
Adrianna deSvastich, Siobhan Howley, Erin O’Dea, Julia Vinez
Russell Ducker, Jack Thomas

Shade 1
Lucia Erickson

Shade 2
Alexandra Heier

Shade 3
Gabriela Mesa

Shades
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Saturday, March 7, 2020 at 8:00pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography
Angel Corella
after Marius Petipa

Music
Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by
Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design
Sergiv Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design
Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations
Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design
Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer
Mayara Pineiro

Solor Warrior Prince
Arian Molina Soca

Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter
Dayesi Torriente

Bronze Idol
Peter Weil

Brahmin
Charles Askegard

Lead Fakir
Etienne Diaz

Rajah
Jon Martin

Aiya
Jessica Kilpatrick

Solor’s friend
Aleksey Babayev

Djambes
Thays Golz and Alexandra Heier

with Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Pas D’Action
Alexandra Heier, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano, Kathryn Manger
Sydney Dolan, Alexandra Hughes, Gabriela Mesa, Julia Vinez
Austin Eyler, Pau Pujol

Shade 1
Yuka Iseda

Shade 2
Nayara Lopes

Shade 3
Thays Golz

Shades
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Sunday, March 8, 2020 at 2:00pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography  Angel Corella
Music  Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka
Specially Arranged by  Lars Payne
Original Scenery and Costume Design  Sergiv Spevyakin
Additional Scenic Design  Benjamin Phillips
Costume Adaptations  Boston Ballet Costume Department
Lighting Design  Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer  So Jung Shin
Solor Warrior Prince  Jack Thomas
Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter  Alexandra Heier
Bronze Idol  Nick Patterson
Brahmin  Sterling Baca
Lead Fakir  Federico D’Ortenzi
Rajah  Jon Martin
Aiya  Jessica Kilpatrick
Solor’s friend  Aleksey Babayev
Djambes  Gabriela Mesa and Julia Rose Sherrill
Pas D’Action  Lucia Erickson, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano, Kathryn Manger
Sydney Dolan, Alexandra Hughes, Gabriela Mesa, Julia Vinez
Austin Eyler, Pau Pujol

Shade 1  Kathryn Manger
Shade 2  Alexandra Hughes
Shade 3  Oksana Maslova
Shades  Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz  Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Thursday, March 12, 2020 at 7:30pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography
Angel Corella

Music
Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by
Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design
Sergiev Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design
Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations
Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design
Nick Kolin

Nikiya
Nayara Lopez

Solor
Aleksey Babayev

Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter
Thays Golz

Bronze Idol
Etienne Diaz

Brabmin
Charles Askegard

Lead Fakir
Nick Patterson

Rajah
Jon Martin

Aiya
Jessica Kilpatrick

Solor’s friend
Jack Thomas

Djambes
Gabriela Mesa and Julia Rose Sherrill

Pas D’Action
Lucia Erickson, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano, Kathryn Manger
Adrianna deSvastich, Siobhan Howley, Erin O’Dea, Julia Vinez
Austin Eyler, Pau Pujol

Shade 1
Mayara Pineiro

Shade 2
Dayesi Torrente

Shade 3
Sydney Dolan

Shades
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Friday, March 13, 2020 at 7:30pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography                        Angel Corella
                                 after Marius Petipa
Music                              Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka
Specially Arranged by             Lars Payne
Original Scenery and Costume Design Sergiv Spevyakin
Additional Scenic Design          Benjamin Phillips
Costume Adaptations               Boston Ballet Costume Department
Lighting Design                   Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer              Yuka Iseda
Solor Warrior Prince              Jermel Johnson
Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter        Alexandra Hughes
Bronze Idol                       Aleksey Babayev
Brahmin                           Sterling Baca
Lead Fakir                        Peter Weil
Rajah                             Jon Martin
Aiya                               Jessica Kilpatrick
Solor’s friend                    Etienne Diaz
Djambes                            Lucia Erickson and Kathryn Manger
Pas D’Action                      Adrianna deSvastich, Siobhan Howley, Erin O'Dea, Julia Vinez
                                   Russell Ducker, Jack Thomas
Shade 1                            Mayara Pinero
Shade 2                            Dayesi Torriere
Shade 3                            Sydney Dolan
Shades                             Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temples Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents

La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Saturday, March 14, 2020 at 2:00pm

ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography: Angel Corella
after Marius Petipa

Music: Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by: Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design: Sergiv Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design: Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations: Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design: Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer: Mayara Pineiro
Solor Warrior Prince: Arian Molina Soca
Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter: Dayesi Torriente
Bronze Idol: Peter Weil
Brahmin: Charles Askegard
Lead Fakir: Nick Patterson
Rajah: Jon Martin
Aiya: Jessica Kilpatrick
Solor’s friend: Etienne Diaz
Djambes: Thays Golz and Alexandra Heier
with Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Pas D’Action: Thays Golz, Alexandra Heier, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano
Sydney Dolan, Alexandra Hughes, Gabriela Mesa, Julia Vinez
Austin Eyler, Pau Pujol

Shade 1: Lucia Erickson
Shade 2: Alexandra Heier
Shade 3: Gabriela Mesa
Shades: Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz: Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents
La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Saturday, March 14, 2020 at 8:00pm
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography: Angel Corella
after Marius Petipa

Music: Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by: Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design: Sergiv Spevyakin
Additional Scenic Design: Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations: Boston Ballet Costume Department
Lighting Design: Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer: Oksana Maslova
Solor Warrior Prince: Zechang Liang
Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter: Mayara Pineiro
Bronze Idol: Albert Gordon
Brahmin: Charles Askegard
Leel Fakir: Ashton Roxander
Rajah: Jon Martin
Aiya: Jessica Kilpatrick
Solor’s friend: Etienne Diaz
Djambes: Kathryn Manger and Lucia Erickson
with Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet
Pas D’Action: Lucia Erickson, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano, Kathryn Manger
Sydney Dolan, Alexandra Hughes, Gabriela Mesa, Julia Vinez
Russell Ducker, Jack Thomas

Shade 1: Yuka Iseda
Shade 2: Nayara Lopes
Shade 3: Thays Golz
Shades: Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz: Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.
PENNSYLVANIA BALLET
Angel Corella
The Ruth & A. Morris Williams, Jr. Artistic Director
presents
La Bayadère

Supported by
The NANA Fund

Sunday, March 15, 2020 at 2:00pm
ACADEMY OF MUSIC

Choreography
Angel Corella
after Marius Petipa

Music
Ludwig Minkus with selections by Mikhail Glinka

Specially Arranged by
Lars Payne

Original Scenery and Costume Design
Sergiv Spevyakin

Additional Scenic Design
Benjamin Phillips

Costume Adaptations
Boston Ballet Costume Department

Lighting Design
Nick Kolin

Nikiya Temple Dancer
Dayesi Torriente

Solor Warrior Prince
Sterling Baca

Gamzatti, Rajah’s Daughter
Sydney Dolan

Bronze Idol
Ashton Roxander

Brahmin
Charles Askegard

Lead Fakir
Albert Gordon

Rajah
Jon Martin

Aiya
Jessica Kilpatrick

Solor’s friend
Russell Ducker

Djambes
Thays Golz and Alexandra Heier

with Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Pas D’Action
Thays Golz, Alexandra Heier, Yuka Iseda, Mine Kusano
Adrianna deSvastich, Siobhan Howley, Erin O’Dea, Julia Vinez
Austin Eyler, Pau Pujol

Shade 1
Kathryn Manger

Shade 2
Alexandra Hughes

Shade 3
Oksana Maslova

Shades
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

Temple Dancers, Fakirs, Monks, Warriors, Waltz
Artists of Pennsylvania Ballet

There will be one intermission

The sprung dance floor used in this production was made possible by support from Janet and James Averill, and Neal Krouse.

Harlequin Floors is the official flooring provider of Pennsylvania Ballet.